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There is plenty of evidence in literature that

unfortunately we have not achieved much in this

discourages closely spaced births .Policy makers

area.

in both developed and developing countries have

Sociological studies have shown an association of

advocated healthy spacing between births as a

smaller birth intervals and various aspects of child

means of improving maternal and child health.

development. The first-born child receives 20-30

However there is limited research about the

more minutes of quality time each day with his or

impact of smaller birth intervals on the cognitive

her parent than a second-born child of the same

development of children.

age from a similar family7 and a shorter birth
In 2005, a

interval will plausibly impact the time spent with

technical consultation by WHO concluded that

each child. There is also an association of birth

after a live birth, the recommended interval before

spacing

attempting the next pregnancy is at least 24

development outcomes in the index child and

months in order to reduce the risk of adverse

concluded that women with short birth intervals

maternal, perinatal and infant outcomes. A birth

are more likely to report neglectful parenting of

interval of less than 6- 12 months result in

the index child, child has more behavioral

maternal and infant complications, including low

problems and lower cognitive functioning in first

What is an optimal birth interval?

birth

weight1,

preterm

delivering2,

placental
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abruption and placenta previa , uterine rupture

with

maltreatment,

grade.8 Family size

9

behavior

and

and birth order influence the

intellectual environment of a household and

3

after a previous cesarean section , maternal and

educational performance of a child.9 But the most

child mortality.4,

The data from Pakistan is no

shocking findings are that the second-born

different. A study reviewed the retrospective data

children conceived within 12 months of a previous

from the 1975 Pakistan Fertility Survey, looking at

birth have three times the odds of being

the effect of birth spacing on childhood mortality in

diagnosed with autism than those conceived more

Pakistan .6 The length of the preceding interval

than 36 months after a previous birth.10

between

major

Academic achievement of the child is a key

determinant of mortality in Pakistan. This data

ambition of every parent and we can bring focus

alone is enough to convince couples about the

on birth spacing by using this argument for

importance

parents who are planning a pregnancy. In addition

live
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births

emerges

as

a
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of

optimum

birth
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but

the risk of autism can be conveyed to help parents
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come to a conclusion that is informed and based
on evidence.
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